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© Gas turbine engine blade repair.

© A method of refurbishing a gas turbine engine

blade by weld build-up and subsequent machining,

wherein the method comprises the steps of:

a) measuring the airfoil form;

b) digitising the measured values and storing

these values in a computer data network;

c) building-up the worn areas of the blade by

welding, during which the weld build-up is con-

trolled by means of the digitised information of

the airfoil stored in the computer data network;

d) machining the blade to the required shape,

during which the airfoil form of the blade is com-

pared with the digitised information stored in the

computer data network;

e) continuing machining until the shape of the

airfoil of the blade corresponds within narrow lim-

its to the digitised information of the airfoil stored

in the computer data network.
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The present invention relates to a method of

refurbishing a gas turbine engine blade by weld

build-up and subsequent machining.

This method of refurbishing gas turbine engine

blades is nowadays a well established method of

extending the useful life of these items.

The degree of precision necessary to refurbish

a blade airfoil is generally considerably higher than

in the production of new fabricated blades, having

regard to envelope and twist tolerances etc., which

imposes a requirement to treat each blade individ-

ually during repair. For example on a typical high

pressure compressor blade the airfoil-envelope tol-

erance on new blades is + .005" to -.002" relative

to nominal form, whilst for repaired blades, the

tolerance is only .002" maximum reduction of the

existing airfoil section to remove evidence of the

weld fusion line. This therefore imposes a require-

ment to treat each blade individually during refur-

bishing. Furthermore it is necessary to finish the

airfoil in relation to its own unique form and to

achieve final tolerance within the accumulated

tolerances of the individual stages within the pro-

cess. Because of the complexity of this, known

refurbishing methods of the above mentioned type

always have involved some hand working to

achieve the necessary standards. And it was al-

ways assumed that it is not possible to eliminate

the necessity of hand working completely.

It is an object of the present invention to com-

pletely eliminate the necessity of hand working in

the process of refurbishing a gas turbine engine

blade by weld build-up and subsequent machining.

In seeking to devise a process and equipment

capable of fulfilling the above objective at first

attention was paid to the final machining and finish-

ing steps as being logic to the expert. Further

extensive investigations revealed what was neces-

sary and what was in fact achievable at each stage

through the process, back to and including welding

in order to satisfy the end objective. It was finally

surprisingly found out that also the welding step

had to be considered to satisfy the end require-

ments.

Therefore, the object of the present invention

can be accomplished by a method of refurbishing a

gas turbine engine blade by weld build-up and

subsequent machining, characterised in that the

method comprises the steps of:

a) measuring the airfoil form;

b) digitising the measured values and storing

these values in a computer data network;

c) building-up the worn areas of the blade by

welding, during which the weld build-up is con-

trolled by means of the digitised information of

the airfoil stored in the computer data network;

d) machining the blade to the required shape,

during which the airfoil form of the blade is

compared with the digitised information of the

airfoil stored in the computer data network;

e) continuing machining until the shape of the

airfoil of the blade corresponds within narrow

5 limits to the digitised information of the airfoil

stored in the computer data network.

This method according to the invention results in

lower costs, higher production rate, less rectifica-

tion and subsequent loss of products, greater accu-

w racy, etc. Due to the fact that the measured values

of the airfoil form are digitised and are stored in a

computer data network, this information can readily

and easily be used, for instance in combination

with information of the design of the particular

75 blade to be refurbished to control the weld build-up

and subsequent machining processes. During weld

build-up and machining, the airfoil shape (form) of

the blade under treatment is constantly or periodi-

cally compared with the information stored in the

20 computer data network. This gives adequate results

with no need for weld build-up or machining by

hand to satisfy the end requirements.

Typically, machining is carried out by milling

until the size differs from the digitised information

25 stored in the computer data network by 0.05 to

0.10 mm. followed by grinding to achieve the end

requirements including high quality surface finish.

In other circumstances, machining may be car-

ried out by milling only where e.g. very high quality

30 surface finish is not essential, or by grinding only

e.g. in the case of certain materials which are

difficult to machine.

Advantageously, after machining the airfoil-en-

velope is measured again in the same sequence

35 for verification, which is prescribed nowadays in

refurbishing turbine engine blades.

In a preferred embodiment of the method ac-

cording to the invention, before measurement of

the airfoil, the blade is secured in a clamping

40 device (cassette), which cassette can be located

into the measuring device, the welding device and

the machining device. This assures proper location

of the blade into the several devices, eliminating

the need of repeated adjustment. Also, it is now

45 possible to place and remove the blade to and

from the various devices with the aid of automation

equipment. Use of automation equipment can be

further enhanced when prior to the measuring, the

welding and the machining the blade is given a bar

so code, which can be identified by bar-code readers.

Before each treatment step, this code is identified

and the measured information on the airfoil en-

velope is stored under this code and can thus be

recalled each time the blade is identified. This

55 enables to store the blade temporarily in a depot,

resulting in a more flexible opeation leading to

completely automated, faster and economical han-

dling.
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The method according to the invention can be

carried out by an apparatus comprising a labelling

machine, a first coordinate measuring machine, a

welding machine, a milling machine, and a second

coordinate measuring machine, whereby these ma-

chines are computer controlled and are connected

to a data-memory. The milling machine comprises

two high frequency spindles, for instance of the

high precision, variable high speed type; one for

milling, one for grinding. This is to enable high

quality surface finishes to be achieved by grinding,

where necessary, or to carry out grinding of dif-

ficult to machine material, where milling is difficult

or otherwise problematical. In the data-memory, the

information on the airfoil form is stored, while all

information from an individual blade is identified by

the bar code of the blade given by the labelling

machine. To identify an individual blade, the first

and second measuring machine, the welding ma-

chine and the milling machine each comprise a bar

code reader. Also, each machine comprises a

quick fastening device for repeatedly locating the

clamping device (cassette) with the blade in a

predetermined position. There is a depot between

each machine to store the blade temporarily. This

apparatus according to the present invention allows

complete automated processing, with a very high

level of flexibility to process different types of

blades in any sequence in an effective, efficient

and economical way with a degree of capacity

utilization as high as possible.

The present invention will now be described

more in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective schematic view of a

blade to be refurbished;

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of an embodiment

of the apparatust o carry out the method accord-

ing to the present invention illustrating in par-

ticular the data collection and data transmittal

network.

Fig. 1 shows a worn gas turbine engine blade

1 . Wear can be expected for instance at the tip 2,

the leading edge 3, the trailing edge 4. All these

worn areas can be refurbished using the method

according to the present invention. The blade 1 is

secured in a clamping device 5, which is only

diagrammatically illustrated. This clamping device

5 (cassette) can be located into the several ma-

chines within the system to carry out the method of

refurbishing, a technique which is known per se,

but which is very advantageously concerning this

invention and which enables complete automation,

including transportation between the several ma-

chines. The clamping device 5 can for instance be

provided with a bar code (not shown), to automati-

cally identify a particular blade 1 by bar-code read-

ers. This assures for instance that the blade 1 is

always controlled by the correct data during it's

treatment. It also prevents the treatment of blades

out of sequence, thus ensuring there cannot be

damage to blades or machines or the other equip-

5 ment within the system. Also, other types of iden-

tification can be used, but bar codes are preferred.

The blade 1 of fig. 1 can be refurbished with

the aid of a series of machines and equipment as

shown in fig. 2. Fig. 2 illustrates a computerised

10 measuring machine 6, a computer controlled weld-

ing machine (in this instance two machines) 7, 8,

and a computer controlled milling machine 9 ap-

propriately adapted for the purpose of this tech-

nique. All these machines are connected to a com-

75 puter data network 1 1 , comprising several monitor-

ing and control stations 12, 13, a bar-code printer

14, a host computer/file server 15, and several

interfaces 16, 17, together with a series of bar-code

readers 18, which uniquely control parts at each

20 work station.

Two welding machines 7,8 are used in this

embodiment to show that it is possible to carry out

particular treatment steps for more than one blade,

using the same network. For instance one of those

25 machines can be used to treat blades of one ma-

terial, and the other to treat blades of a completely

different material. Identification of the blades by

bar-code readers and/or mechanical safeguards on

the clamping device 5 prevents blades being treat-

30 ed by a weld machine dedicated to a different

material. All these machines and equipment are

known per se, but the particular application, com-

bination and integration is uniquely innovative and

the system of refurbishment by automatic welding

35 and machining controlled by the initially measured

airfoil without recourse to hand working is made

possible.

The method according to the invention can be

carried out as follows:

40 The blade 1 of fig. 1 is loaded in the clamping

device 5 which is then allocated a bar-code iden-

tification. The loaded cassette is transferred via a

bar-code reader into the computerised measuring

machine 6. In this stage, the airfoil form of the

45 blade is measured and the collected data con-

verted through the associated computer and soft-

ware into digitised format which is then transmitted

to and stored in the data base of the host

computer/file server 15 for later use in the subse-

so quent stages of welding and machining.

On completion of measuring and digitising, the

loaded clamping device is withdrawn from the mea-

suring machine and than transferred via a bar-code

reader to the appropriate computer controlled weld-

55 ing machine 7, 8, or is stored for later treatment

when appropriate. The blade is identified by it's

bar-code and the relevant information to enable

welding to be carried out is called up from the host

3
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computer/file server.

After welding the loaded cassette is trans-

ferred, again via a bar-code reader, to the com-

puter controlled machining device 9, or again is

stored for later treatment when appropriate. The

necessary digitised data is called up from the host

computer/file server and the machining cycle can

be carried out. Machining may comprise milling

(milling spindle 19) only or grinding (grinding spin-

dle 20) only or a combination of milling followed by

grinding according to consideration of the suitability

of the blade material for milling or grinding or of

surface finish requirements.

Finally, the completed blade, still held in it's

cassette, is transferred to a second measuring ma-

chine (not shown) via a bar-code reader for final

inspection where the finished airfoil form can be

examined in relation to the relavant criteria or com-

pared with the original form. For the same purpose,

the completed blade can be transferred back to the

computer controlled measuring machine 6 via a

bar-code reader.

Transportation of the parts between the dif-

ferent machine-stations is carried out by an auto-

matic transfer system which can be a robot or

automated conveyor system or combination ac-

cording to a particular preference or installation.

Thus, it is shown that the present invention

provides for a method to refurbish gas turbine

engine blades, which eliminates handworking. In

order to achieve this object both the welding and

the machining operations need to be controlled by

the information on the airfoil form of the individually

measured blades. For ease of flexibility, the blade

can be stored between all different devices, e.g.

measuring, welding and machining. Labelling the

individual blade and storing the measured values

using this unique code offers complete automation.

Milling first, followed by grinding in the same de-

vice results in fast operation at high precision.

Verification measurements of the completed blade

offers automated end quality control and rejected

blades can be sent back to be treated again.

Claims

1- A method of refurbishing a gas turbine engine

blade by weld build-up and subsequent ma-

chining, characterised in that the method com-

prises the steps of:

a) measuring the airfoil form;

b) digitising the measured values and stor-

ing these values in a computer data net-

work;

c) building-up the worn areas of the blade

by welding, during which the weld build-up

is controlled by means of the digitised in-

formation of the airfoil stored in the com-

puter data network;

d) machining the blade to the required

shape, during which the airfoil form of the

blade is compared with the digitised in-

5 formation stored in the computer data net-

work;

e) continuing machining until the shape of

the airfoil of the blade corresponds within

narrow limits to the digitised information of

10 the airfoil stored in the computer data net-

work.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the

machining is continued until the shape of the

75 blade differs from the digitised information of

the airfoil stored in the computer data network

within a region from 0.05 to 0.10 mm.

a. A method according to claim 1, or 2, wherein

20 the machining is carried out initially by milling

and finally by grinding.

4. A method according to any of the proceeding

claims, wherein the machining is carried out by

25 grinding.

5. A method according to any of the proceeding

claims wherein the machining is carried out by

milling.

30

6. A method according to any of the proceeding

claims wherein after the machining a verifica-

tion measurement is carried out, during which

the airfoil-envelope measured is compared to

35 the information on the airfoil-envelope of the

blade stored in de computer data network.

7. A method according to any of the proceeding

claims wherein before measurement of the

40 airfoil-envelope the blade is secured in a

clamping device, which clamping device can

be located into the measuring device, the

welding device and the machining device in a

predetermined position.

45

a A method according to any of the proceeding

claims, wherein prior to the measuring, the

blade or the clamping device is given an

unique code, preferrably a bar code, by which

so code the blade is identified prior to the mea-

suring, the welding, the machining and possi-

bly the verification measuring, which code is

also used to store and recall the digitised

information on the shape of the airfoil-envelope

55 of the blade.

9. A method according to any of the proceeding

claims, wherein between the steps of the mea-

4
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swing, the welding, the machining and possi-

bly the verification measuring the blade, possi-

bly connected to the clamping device, is

stored in a depot.

5

10. An apparatus to carry out the method accord-

ing to any of the proceeding claims, compris-

ing a labelling machine, a first coordinate mea-

suring machine (6), a welding machine (7, 8), a

milling machine (9) with two high precision, w
variable high speed spindles; one for milling

(19), one for grinding (20), and a second co-

ordinate measuring machine, whereby these

machines are computer controlled and are

connected to a data-memory, and whereby the 75

first and second measuring machine, the weld-

ing machine and the milling machine comprise

a bar code reader and a quick fastening device

for repeatedly locating the clamping device

with the blade in a predetermined position, and 20

whereby between each machine mentioned a

depot is placed to store the blade temporarily.

25

30

35

40

45

50

55
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